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The water-supply system of Li River in Guangxi

Province, China, was selected for the case study.

The results show that the operating policy

proposed in this study is better than conventional

operating rules and aggregated standard

operating policy (SOP) for both water supply and

hydropower generation due to the use of hedging

mechanisms and effective coordination among

multiple objectives.

What is the problem?

For a multi-reservoir water-supply system, the

downstream water demand can be satisfied by

any one or several reservoirs. In most cases,

these reservoirs are operated independently

without a joint operating rule. Meanwhile, reser-

voirs in China usually serve multiple purposes,

such as flood control, hydropower generation,

navigation, and recreation [1-2]. Therefore, the joint

operating rule is expected to be able to

coordinate not only individual reservoirs but also

different water use purposes. Li River is a tributary

of Xi River in the Pearl River Basin, which is

located in the northeast of Guangxi Province of

China. As shown in Fig. 1, the water-supply

system of Li River consists of six reservoirs,

including the Fuzikou Reservoir (FZK),

Chuanjiang Reservoir (CJ), Xiaorongjiang

Reservoir (XRJ), Qingshitan Reservoir (QST),

Sianjiang Reservoir (SAJ) and Wulixia Reservoir

(WLX). These reservoirs supply water for the 83

km reach from Guilin City to Yangshuo City (GL-

YS), which is a famous tourist area in China. The

highest priority is assigned to water supply. The

water released is used to generate hydropower

and then delivered to 

GL-YS. Although these

reservoirs serve a common

water supply objective,

each reservoir releases

according to its own

operating rule curve prede-

termined in the design

stage without considering

the coordination of reser-

voirs. How to build a joint

operation rule as well as

coordinate multi-objective

relationship is always a big

challenge for the reservoir

managers in Li River basin.

What kinds of reservoir operation

rules were used to achieve joint

operation?

To guide the multi-reservoir operation with joint

water demand, the aggregation technique is

used to simplify multi-reservoirs into a virtual

reservoir and the type of corresponding

operating rules is based on the hedging

mechanism. Then a decomposition technique is

used to guide the operation of each individual

reservoir.

The problem of how much water to withhold from

immediately beneficial deliveries, retaining that

water in storage, is known as ‘‘hedging’’[3]. The

philosophy behind a hedging mechanism is that

hedging is triggered to conserve water for future

use when the reservoir water-supply capability

falls into a specified range. For the widely used

two-point HR, it consists of two parameters,

namely the starting water availability (SWA) and

ending water availability (EWA). When water avail-

ability (WA) is between SWA and EWA, the HRs

are triggered; Otherwise, SOP is used [4-5]. To

adapt to the uneven-distributed runoff between

months, time-varying HRs are used. Each month

has its own HR. Meanwhile, considering the

limited maximum damage depth constraints,

another parameter called the damage depth

index (DDI) is introduced into the HRs to control

the acceptable level of damage. Correspondingly,

there are two cases of HRs in month t: (1) Case I

occurs when 

0≤ (1–DDIt) • Dt ≤SWAt (Fig. 2(a));

while Case II occurs when  

SWAt <(1–DDIt) • Dt < Dt (Fig. 2(b)).
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Figure 1. Location of Li River Basin in China

The derivation of joint operating policy is a challenging task for a multi-purpose multi-reservoir

systems. The study proposed an aggregation-decomposition model to guide the joint operation of

multi-purpose multi-reservoir systems, including: (1) an aggregated model based on the improved

hedging rule (HR) to ensure the long-term water-supply operating benefit; (2) a decomposed model

to allocate the limited release to individual reservoirs for the purpose of maximizing the total profit of

the facing period; and (3) a double-layer simulation-based optimization model to obtain the optimal

time-varying HRs using the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II, whose objectives were to

minimize maximum water deficit and maximize water supply reliability. 
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where Rt is the total release of the aggregated

reservoir at time t;  SWAt and EWAt are the

starting and ending water availability of the

aggregated reservoir at time t;  Dt is the water

demand for the water-supply system at time t;

and DDIt is the damage depth index,

indicating the rate that the water demand are

not satisfied. The range of  DDIt is [0, 1], where

DDIt =0 indicates that no hedging is allowed

and SOP is used to guide the operation, while

DDIt =1 indicates that no water is released.  

is the total active capacity of all 

reservoirs.  

How to coordinate multi-objective

relationship?

The aggregation-decomposition technique is

used to guide the joint operation of the multi-

purpose multi-reservoir system, and a hierar-

chical multi-objective optimization model is

proposed according to the priorities of different

objectives. The outer optimal model based on

the aggregation technique is used to decide the

total release of the system, and thus the objec-

tives with high priorities are considered in this

model to ensure the long-term benefit of the

primary operating task; while the inner optimal

model based on the decomposition technique is
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Figure 2. Improved HRs of aggregated reservoir considering the damage depth: (a) case I; (b) case II

sacrificing WSR in both the training and testing

periods. In addition, the total annual power

generation of the reservoir system is improved by

the aggregated HRs in both periods. The power

generation obtained by the aggregated HRs is

always higher than that obtained by the aggre-

gated SOP; and the power generation obtained

by the aggregation-decomposition model

(aggregated HRs or SOP) is higher than that

obtained by CRs for all reservoirs except for XRJ

and SAJ. Fig. 3(a)-(b) show the monthly average

storage and output process of the aggregated

reservoir. Fig. 3(a) clearly shows that the storage

of the aggregated HRs is always greater than

Case I:

Case II:

(1)

(2)

used to allocate the limited total release to

individual reservoirs to maximize the secondary

objectives. For the reservoir operation problem in

Li River Basin, the outer optimal model is used to

ensure the priority of the water supply, the

objective of which is to minimize maximum water

deficit and maximize water supply reliability. This

is a typical multi-objective optimization problem

that can be solved using Non-domination Sorting

Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II). The inner optimal

model is used to maximize the total profit of

individual reservoirs for each period, which can

be solve by (Genetic Algorithm) GA or Dynamic

Programming (DP).

Reservoir joint operation for Li River

water-supply system

To demonstrate the advantage of the proposed

operating rules, the results of aggregated HRs

are compared with those of aggregated SOP and

conventional rules (CRs) in terms of the water

supply reliability (WSR), maximum water deficit

(MWD) and hydropower generation. 

Table 1 shows the results of the three rules in the

training and testing periods. The selected aggre-

gated HRs could improve the two water-supply

objectives of CRs, and decrease the MWD of 

the aggregated SOP significantly by slightly 
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that of the aggregated SOP and CRs due to the

use of hedging mechanism which could retain

water for future use. Generally speaking, the

more the water is stored in reservoirs, the more

the hydropower may be generated in the future

because of the higher water head. Thus, the

output of the aggregated HRs is higher than that

of other schemes in most months (see Fig.3(b)). 

In conclusion, the aggregated HRs are superior

to the other two rules for both water supply and

hydropower generation because of the use of

the hedging mechanism and the optimal water

allocation of the release among reservoirs. n
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Figure 3. Monthly average operating process of the aggregated reservoir: (a) storage; (b) output

Annual power

generation

(108 kw.h)

Option                                                  Training period                                                    Testing period

                                                           CRs                   Aggregated       Aggregated     CRs                Aggregated     Aggregated

                                                                                     SOP                   HRs                                       SOP                HRs

Water supply reliability(%)                   91.04                 98.95                95.00              91.23             98.68              94.30

Maximum water deficit (m3/s)             30.98                 39.28                8.23                31.21             41.04              9.89

                         FZK                            0.4931              0.5305              0.5382           0.4935          0.5355           0.5378 

                         CJ                              0.2631              0.2673              0.2692           0.2632          0.2662           0.2684 

                         XRJ                            0.6414              0.5928              0.5980           0.6399          0.5939           0.5965 

                         WLX                           0.2622              0.2806              0.2830           0.2610          0.2790           0.2794 

                         QST                           0.6568              0.6673              0.6680           0.6570          0.6650           0.6717 

                         SAJ                            0.2322              0.2135              0.2180           0.2340          0.2130           0.2172 

                         System total               2.5488              2.5520              2.5744           2.5486          2.5526           2.5710 

Table 1. Comparison of operation results of different operation rules
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